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Introduction
This document has been prepared to cover the steps taken by Protect Environmental in the
remediation of the Ebola patient’s residences during the 2014 Dallas Outbreak. This
documentation is not all inclusive; but is given as suggestive guidance on the procedures that
local jurisdictions or other remediation companies may want to consider during any future
outbreak response. Protect’s response utilized an experienced team of personnel who are highly
trained and practiced in the use of high level protective equipment. The foremost consideration is
the responder’s safety and the prevention of contracting the virus and controlling the spread of
the virus during the remediation process. These procedures were developed from CDC guidance
and it is recommended that all guidance documents and/or procedures published by a local or
state health authority and/or any guidance provided by the CDC and OSHA should be followed.
Hopefully these procedures, suggested material and equipment lists will assist future responders
in providing a safe and effective response.
Securing site access and right-of-entry is the responsibility of the local jurisdiction. Make sure all
necessary right-of-entry procedures are complete before allowing personnel to enter a residence.
Utilize local law enforcement to maintain security on the site.
Prior to entering the residence, a conference call should be held with local and state emergency
management, local and state public health, local law enforcement, and the CDC to plan the
clean-up and remediation actions. After the clean-up is complete, a second conference call
should be held to discuss the procedures taken and the items removed or cleaned and left in
place, to ensure that all parties agree that the remedial actions taken were conducted properly to
ensure public safety.
Caution: The science, laws, and best practices for Ebola remediation are still evolving. The
authors of this guide do not assume liability for the accuracy or effectiveness of the
information it contains. Before starting a remediation project, obtain approval from
authorities with jurisdiction over disease protocols and infectious waste disposal for the
location.
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I. The Ebola Virus
Before beginning any remediation project involving Ebola, responders should know as much
about the virus as possible. This can include but is not limited to the virus origin, description,
symptoms, how it’s transmitted, protective measures, how the virus is killed or deactivated, etc.
During the Dallas Outbreak, we found it very helpful to have medical personnel and
epidemiologists from the Texas Department of State Health Services and the CDC to come to the
work site and provide a briefing and question and answer period, so the remediation workers
could get all the necessary facts about Ebola and relieve any concerns.
Since the literature and guidance documents are always changing, it is recommended that a
responder get the latest information at the CDC link below:
http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/index.html

Other helpful web links include:
http://phmsa.dot.gov/hazmat/transporting-infectious-substances
http://phmsa.dot.gov/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_CA032C97BEEB7978BFDD83ACF8991F28CA
E20000/filename/ebola_sa.pdf
http://www.hercenter.org/regsandstandards/Transporting_Infectious_Substances_Safely.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/hcp/medical-waste-management.html
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA_FS-3756.pdf
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II. Advanced Training and Experience
The most important aspect of an effective and safe response to a contagious virus such as Ebola
is advanced preparatory training. Response teams should be experienced, knowledgeable and
have successfully completed appropriate training.
Our responders’ training included, but was not limited to:











29 CFR 1910.120 (e) and (q) - Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response
29 CFR 1910.1030 - Bloodborne Pathogens
Infectious / Ebola Awareness Training
Respiratory Training – Use of Supplied Air Systems
Decontamination Experience and Modified Training
29 CFR 1910.1200 - Hazard Communication
ICS – 100 - Incident Command System Training
Level A and Level B PPE Experience
Experience Working with Fellow Response Team Members
29 CFR 1910.120(b) Safety and Health Programs

III. Development of a Work Plan
First and foremost, a response must include the development of a comprehensive work plan. This
plan must identify and define the scope of work and what the ultimate goal should be.







Include what needs to be accomplished based on the initial conference call described
above, list priorities, number of responders and protective measures to be taken to ensure
worker safety.
Identify the site and its location. Include size, layout, floor plan if possible, and external
surroundings.
Determine how your work zones will be established. Include exclusion zone boundaries,
decontamination corridor, routes of ingress/egress, and support zones.
Identify the response team assignments. Take into account training and experience for
the frontline team roster. Also, take into account the physical fitness and stamina of the
responder and their ability to work within the various levels of PPE and be comfortable in
its operation.
Try to determine if pets are located inside from patient, neighbors, landlords, etc. If pets
are present, consult with local and state animal health officials for animal care and
include in the initial phase of the work plan.
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IV. Resource Management
It is important that ample materials, PPE, equipment, and manpower are at hand and on site prior
to the start of the response activity. Having a back-up supply or supplier is also a good idea.
Know where the waste material generated will be taken and check with that disposal facility to
be sure waste is placed in compatible containers so that it can be safely handled and destroyed. If
you have a U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) Special Permit for transportation of
Category A – Infectious Substances, be sure that your packaging procedures and containers are
in accordance with that permit. Also, material packaged for autoclave facilities can be packaged
different than that meant for incinerators and some larger items may need 95-gallon overpack
containers. We used 30-gallon and 55-gallon over pack drums due to weight concerns since the
material was being manually loaded to try to keep lifting weights below 50 pounds.
The following is a partial check list of items we used:
















Containers – (ring clip lockdown) 30-gallon & 55-gallon poly open top drums, 5gallon poly open top buckets with twist-on lids; 95-gallon overpack poly drums with
twist top lids; red plastic Bio-hazard disposal bags.
Decontamination Solution, Sodium Hypochlorite 12%
Institutional sanitizer
Fresh water supply
Hand cleaner – Ethyl Alcohol
Sanitizer wipes – Sodium Hypochlorite based
6 mil poly sheeting
Duct tape
Absorbent polymer mats
Decon brushes
Decon pools
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
o Level A Suits (Entrants)
o Level B Face Shield, Splash Suits (Decon)
o Level C – Tychem (Support Team)
o SCBA’S with replacement air bottles
o Full face respirators with HEPA cartridges
o Neox gloves
o Nitrile gloves
o Cotton glove liners
o Latex or nitrile exam gloves
o Chemical Boots
o Boot Covers
Documentation camera that can be decontaminated
White wipe boards with markers
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V. Mobilization
Upon notice to mobilize and respond, certain actions should be conducted at the time of dispatch
and arrival.









Mobilize to site with all necessary supplies and materials (utilize a checklist)
Establish site security immediately with local security firm, sheriff or police department,
coordinate with incident command
Deploy caution tape to designate areas of concern and to control ingress and egress
All media inquiries during the response should be routed to the incident command public
information officer
Begin moving equipment and material to your designated support zone
Suggest laying out a tarp to easily stack supplies onto for easy access
Place all gear in a clear site
Ensure your supply and re-supply chain is ready and active

Laying out gear

VI. Health and Safety Plan
Critical information must be conveyed to the entire team. This information must be provided in a
written and comprehensive document. The Health and Safety Plan (HASP) should follow all
aspects and guidelines set out by OSHA and defined in 29 CFR 1910.120. All responders should
be briefed on the HASP and provided a copy to ensure that all personnel are knowledgeable of
the content.
The Health and Safety Plan should include topics such as:




Define scope / objective
Describe chain of command
Describe all products / dangers involved
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Describe security and site control issues
Describe decontamination procedures- MSDS for all decon solutions
Describe doffing procedures
Emergency alerting and hand signal communication
Site safety concerns
Weather concerns
Hospital – emergency care unit with telephone number, address and directions from site
in event of an emergency (Remember: injured patients must be decontaminated prior to
transfer in ambulance)
Other items of importance particular to the site
Post operations - care of responders
o Self-monitoring for symptoms
o Temperature recordation (2 per day for 21 days)
o Constant hand and face hygiene practices
o Have immediate contact information for local & state health authority and CDC

Site safety and work plan review
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VII. Site Preparation
At this point, care should be taken to properly prepare the site for the operation. Be practical and
careful in the construction. Once operations begin, it is very difficult to rework or rebuild your
work stations.
Protect Environmental conducted Site Preparation as follows:




Layout designated area and prepare by covering and anchoring 6 mil poly sheeting
o Cover the floors, walkways, staging areas, the decon corridor, cars, bushes, stairs
etc., and area where waste drums will be placed once they are filled
Tape down or tie vertical poly curtains to shield unaffected areas
Build decon stations – (we used four)
o Four phased decon station
 Foot basin – Sodium Hypochlorite 12%
 Second basin – Sodium Hypochlorite 12%
 Third basin – sanitizer
 Fourth basin – fresh water rinse
o Additional items to stage
 Waste drums (30 & 55-gallon poly)
 Bio-hazard plastic bags
 Replacement garments (Tyvek suits)
o Stock your decon stations with supplies
 Sodium Hypochlorite 6-12% - mix with water (minimum guidance is a 6%
solution, we used a 12% solution)
 Industrial sanitizer (soap)
 Fresh water supply
 Long-handled brushes
 Sprayers – pump up
 Fresh water supply
 5-gallon buckets - for bleach, sanitizer, fresh water
 Absorbent polymer mats – to soak up all decon mixtures and allow for
solid footing for the entrants to stand on
o Lay out and inspect suits
o Lay out gloves 3 to 4 sets each
o Lay out foot protection – boots, booties
o Inspect and test SCBA’S
o Inspect and test full face respirators and HEPA cartridges
o Duct tape and hand wipes should be accessible
o Anti-fog solution for masks / face shields
o Permanent markers – used to write name of entrant on back of suit across the
shoulders. Also used to mark IDs on drums.
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Installing poly liner prior to site work

Doorway protection

Staging site for waste drums

Completed poly installation
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Staging and work area

Work area covered with 6 mil poly

Empty 30-gallon drums ready for service

Decontamination Station
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VIII. Entry Preparation
Prior to entry, each response entrant was given abbreviated medical monitoring in the field that
included: blood pressure, respiratory rate, pulse rate, body weight and temperature.
Try to determine if pets are located inside. This can be done by interviewing the patient,
neighbors, landlords, etc. If pets are present, consult with local and state animal health officials
for animal care.

IX. PPE and Donning Suits
The final decision for selecting the level of the PPE is made by the contractor or entity
performing the decontamination work and should be approved by the on-site Health and Safety
Officer. Out of an abundance of caution, Protect Environmental chose to use a combination of
Level A and High Level B PPE for entrants and Level C and D for support. Careful attention
was taken in the suiting up process as follows:












Crew members should donned light weight Tyvek suits beneath the outer suits.
These are easy to remove, breathe and are disposable at the end of entry operation
Crew members should shoulder their SCBAs
Crew donned their outer suits (Level A and High Level B)
Crew donned outer chemical boots
Crew then donned outer boot covers
Hand protection included the following:
o Don latex or nitrile exam gloves
o Don nitrile work glove – 14” gauntlet
o Don cotton glove liner
o Slip hands into attached gloves in Level A suit
o Slip neoprene glove on if in Level B suit
Do not zip up or activate the SCBA at this time
Don full face respirator if assigned to support team
A reminder decon “walk through” as well as a “doffing operation” was practiced
outside in the support zone once more, prior to entry with all entrants in
attendance
Allow all team members to suit up and be in a state of readiness prior to activating
air from SCBA or zipping up and sealing suits
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Preparing decon team – Level B

Standing by in Level A

Assisting suit up in Level A
Final check prior to closure

Decon team – ready for entry
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X. Entry
All entrants, decon personnel and support team entrants were briefed one last time with specific
instructions, tasks to be accomplished, hand signals to be used for communication, and the
importance of decon and safety. Each entrant should have their name printed across their backs
in large letters so they can be identified and communicated with easily.
Crew members may then:









Activate air systems and zip up
o Final tape off and time of air activation recorded for each entrant on air.
One Level A entrant was designated to enter the dwelling for investigation purposes
o This entrant entered the dwelling and investigated the interior in order to determine
the workload
A second Level A entrant remained in the entry doorway to offer assistance if needed
A third Level A entrant remained near the decon station, ready to serve as rescue in the
event a problem is encountered
Three high Level B suited individuals were stationed in the decontamination corridor and
were prepared to decontaminate all entrants as they exit the hot zone
Two Level C suited individuals were stationed away from the decon zone and used to
bring in supplies, drums, biomed bags, buckets, etc., to the work site. These individuals
should also be utilized to move the overpack drums out of the area when full and stage in
prepared area.
Other support personnel suited up in Level D should be prepared to shuttle supplies to
and from trucks, trailers and delivery vans as well as supply fresh water, etc., to the
entrant teams. These supply line personnel are quite important and must be ready to act
quickly.

Entry into site
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XI. Site Work Inside Dwelling
A suggestion might be to contact a landlord or neighbor to determine the floor plan, layout and if
carpeting is present prior to entry.
The initial entrant (Level A) determined the condition of the inside of the dwelling and whether
carpet was present or not. If carpeting is present, determination should be made as to how much
in order to insure sufficient drums are present and staged for the removal operation.




The entrant used a carpet knife or utility knife to cut the carpeting around the entrance
doorway. These carpet and padding pieces should be cut in small manageable pieces to fit
into biomedical bags and then the 30-gallon poly drums.
Entrant then takes photographs of the dwelling prior to any further work being performed
for comparison to post clean up photographs.
All material, furnishings, personal items, etc., that were removed from the dwelling are
recorded and ultimately a complete list of everything removed or deconned is tabulated
for discussion with the unified command and a post removal conference call with local,
state, and federal health officials to ensure that the removal actions met all expectations
and meet the initial planned actions to protect public health and safety.

XII. Procedures
The entrant to the dwelling must be aware of all appropriate procedures.
These are procedures that Protect used during this event:



All disposal items must be of a size that is capable of fitting into a biomed bag and then
into a 30-gallon poly open top drum
The weight of the disposal material should be limited to 30 to 35- pounds for manageable
handling
 Each bag of waste should be double bagged and twist tied or duct taped to seal.
 Place each bag into a 30-gallon open-top drum until the drum is full.
 The decon team assisted by placing the lid onto the 30-gallon drum, clamping on the
ring and placing it into a decon basin
 The decon team then sprayed the outer surface of the drums to decon and ensure outer
drum safety
 The support team can then bring a 55-gallon open-top drum to the decon personnel
who then place the 30-gallon drum into the 55-gallon open-top drum
 The support team then place the lid onto the 55-gallon drum, clamp the ring and then
roll the drum over to the staging area
 Here the drum should be marked with the permanent marker and labeled with the
contents as well as date and sequential numbers of the drums being staged
 This process should continue until all interior contents that may be contaminated are
removed.
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Decon and support team

Staging full 30-gallon waste drums

Staged 30-gallon poly waste drums

Placing waste bags into 30-gallon drums
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XIII. Items Identified for Removal
The following is a list of items that may need to be removed and disposed:



























Bedding (used linens, bed sheets, pillow cases, blankets)
Worn clothing on floor
Wash rags and towels
Pillows if soiled
Soiled clothing or materials
Kitchen towels and used paper towels
Used tissue
Personal toiletry items
Toothbrushes, hair brushes, combs
Soiled clothes from hampers
Socks and shoes that appear contaminated
Sofa and chair cushions if permeable and appear contaminated
Food items in the refrigerator and freezer
Food items on cabinets, coffee tables, end tables, etc.
Drinking glasses found through dwelling and left out
Shower and bath items
Shower curtains and linens
Bed mattress if not covered in protective cover and appears contaminated
Waste basket trash from various rooms
Dish sponges and bath sponges
Area or floor rugs
Curtains if soiled or contaminated
Carpeting and under padding
Any items which appear to contain or could contain bodily fluids
Pet bowls, food, water and bedding
Pet carrying cages

This list is not conclusive and personal judgment must be applied. The entrant must use their best
judgment as to what items should be removed to prevent possible transference of the virus to
others. It is impossible to foresee all items that may be present in a dwelling. However, most
items that need to be collected for disposal are readily apparent to the entrant once the initial
investigation is made. Questionable items should be discussed with supervisory personnel and
then brought up to the unified command and/or participating health officials for the ultimate
disposal decision.
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XIV. Items for Treatment and Disinfectants
Many items found in a dwelling do not need to be disposed of or destroyed. It is important for
the initial entrant to make that distinction early on. Be cognizant of the fact that, these items are
of a personal nature to the infected patient and some items may be irreplaceable.
The following is a partial list of materials that may be able to be treated with disinfectants. If an
item is questionable, consult the local health officials during the remediation operation:
 Hard non-porous surfaces made of plastic, steel, tile, wood or other hard surfaces
 Counter tops, tables, hardwood floors, tile floors, concrete or linoleum floors
 Light switches, door knobs, door facings, thresholds, handles, hooks, etc.,
 Dishes, plates, glass or plastic cups, flatware, kitchen utensils, etc.
o Place all in dishwasher with soap and disinfectant and run sterilizing cycle
 Bathroom fixtures, sink, toilets, tubs, showers, cabinets, mirrors, the floors or walls
 Televisions, radios, stereos, computers, laptops and remote controls can all be wiped
down and disinfected with disinfectant wipes
 Pictures, artwork, non-porous keepsakes, jewelry and knick-knack items can be
disinfected
 Shoes, hanging clothes in closets, belts, handbags, etc., can possibly be salvaged if no
suspected bodily fluids are present
 Clothing inside drawers, cabinets, or dressers if no suspected bodily fluids are present
 Home appliances need to be disinfected, paying close attention to buttons, knobs,
switches, handles, etc.
This list is not conclusive. Personal judgment must be applied.

XV. Disinfecting Surfaces
This phase is considered one of critical importance and is not to be overlooked or taken lightly.
The disinfection of all remaining surfaces must be performed properly.
The following is the decontamination and remediation procedure used by Protect:
 Entrants can move through the dwelling beginning in one room
 Work together and begin wiping down all surfaces
 The first entrant wipes down the salvaged surfaces followed immediately by the second
entrant wiping the same surface
 The wipes used can be a bucket of chlorine bleach and cotton rags
o Optional disinfectant is disposable chlorine-based wipes
 Each room is systematically deconned in order to avoid missing any surfaces
 Each room is checked multiple times by both entrants to ensure no surface is left
untreated
 Photographs are taken to record the results of the disposal and disinfectant process
o These photographs will be used to compare against the first set taken prior to
remedial action
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Entrants wipe down all inside refrigerator and freezer surfaces with a bleach-based
disinfectant
Sinks, toilets, bathtubs, showers, fixture knobs, and handles are thoroughly disinfected
The entrants open all cabinets, closets, etc., to ensure that all items have been adequately
addressed
Ensure that all trash cans, waste paper, decon wipes, etc., have been placed in biomed
bags for disposal
The final removal task is to remove the air filters (if any) and bag them for removal
o Wipe down the register grate or any return grate associated with the HVAC
system

Final photo of medicine cabinet

Final photo of bathroom

Final photo showing carpet removed

Final photo of emptied refrigerator
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XVI. Decontamination Process
Upon completion of the tasks, each entrant must exit the dwelling and proceed through the
designated decontamination process. There may be several decon processes required prior to the
final stage. Based upon the complexity, size, and quantity of work required per dwelling, several
air bottle refills may be needed. Some entrants become tired and require rest and rehab.
Therefore, the decon process must be repeated every time an entrant exits the dwelling for any
reason and needs to step out of the exclusion zone.
The following decon process was used for this operation:
 Entrant steps first into a decon basin at the head of the decon corridor
o This basin contains 6 to 12% bleach and water
o The depth of the solution should be approximately 2” deep to adequately contact
the outer boot covers
 The entrant then steps into the second decon pool for a complete shower of 6% bleach
water rinse
o The rinsing process should be performed using spray bottles and be extremely
thorough. Concentrate primarily around the hands, arms, underarms, elbows, feet,
and zippers/seals of suits
o The entrant should raise his arms and allow all surfaces to be contacted with the
bleach shower
 The entrant then steps into the third decon pool and has a sanitizing solution or
disinfectant soap used to scrub and decon the entire outer surfaces of their suit
o The use of long handle pot brushes and 5-gallon buckets of pre-mixed sanitizers
should be used
 The last phase is the fourth stage decon pool where the sanitizer, soap, and bleach is
rinsed off the outer surfaces of the suit with fresh water
o The entrant, once thoroughly rinsed, is inspected by the decon team to ensure all
areas are cleaned
 If any areas were missed, repeat the process beginning in the second pool for a bleach
shower
 If the suit decon passes inspection, then entrant steps forward and begins the doffing
phase of decon
 The decon team in Level B does not assist at this stage since their gloved hands may have
come in contact with a contaminant or harsh decon solutions
o The Level C support team can assist during this phase
 The first item to address is the unzipping or unsealing of the outer suit
 The suit is then rolled down off the entrant’s head, shoulders, and upper arms by rolling
the outside of the suit’s fabric in onto itself.
 Never allow any part of the outer suit to come in contact with the entrant’s skin
 Once the SCBA is accessible, the support team should reach in and remove the SCBA off
the back of the entrant. Time off of air is recorded.
 When the SCBA is removed, it is carried away immediately out of the area to a safe
location away from potential splash, decon waste, or contact with another team member
 The outer suit can then be completely rolled down in on itself to the entrant’s knees
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The entrant can pull his hands out of the suit gloves (Level A) and continue the suit
removal. This will allow the disrobing entrant to still have on three pairs of remaining
protective gloves.
Remove the suit and step out
Have the entrant use his elbows to prop up against the support team members to gain
balance
Do not use gloved hands
The suit is then bagged and discarded into a 30-gallon poly open-top drum
The entrant can then begin the removal of the unaffected under gloves but leave on the
last pair of nitrile or latex exam gloves
Discard all gloves into bio bag and then remove and discard the exam gloves as well
The entrant should step forward into a curtained area and doff his Tyvek undersuit
Don a clean, dry Tyvek suit
Walk out the back side clean and dry
The entrant should then walk immediately and directly out of the decon zone and into the
support zone for rest, rehab, and medical monitoring
o This decon process is followed by each entrant which moves out of the work
zones. Decon as well as support team requires decontamination.

Decon station

Decontamination Process

Final fresh water decon rinse
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XVII. Site Demobilization
After sufficient time of rest and rehab, the support crew as well as a secondary support team
should suit up in Tyvek and full face respirators with four sets of gloves to begin demobilization
of the site.
 The 30-gallon drums should all be bleached on the outer surface prior to being placed
into 55 gallon overpack poly drums
o All drums should be labeled and numbered sequentially
 All poly sheeting should be collected and rolled in onto itself to contain any liquids
which may be present
 After bleaching the outside of the 30-gallon drums, use polymer absorbent pads to dry up
all liquids in decon pools and place into bio bags, then into 30-gallon open-top drums,
and then into 55-gallon poly open-top drums
 One fresh water decon pool should remain intact until the final demobilization and
cleanup is completed. This is the decon pool the last entrants will use.
 All suits, gloves, booties, tape, poly, decon supplies, buckets, pads, etc., shall be bio
bagged into 30-gallon poly drums, bleached and ultimately into 55-gallon poly drums as
before
 The entire area in the decon zone, exclusion zone, and support zone should be policed to
ensure that no items or waste of any kind shall be left on site
 All items need to be bio bagged as before
 Once the final pick up and containment of the decon and work site poly has been
removed and contained, the support team needs to decon themselves with sanitizer,
disinfectant chlorine based wipes and fresh water
 All suits, gloves, wipes, and final decon items should be placed into bags and then 30gallon drums
 Hand sanitizer wipes are used post packaging to clean hands
 All gear, SCBA’s face masks, respirators, or items which can be salvaged by proper
decon should be wiped down and cleaned with disinfectant wipes
 All used wipes should be bio-bagged
 All final 30-gallon waste drums should be bleached and then placed into overpack 55gallon drums and labeled/numbered, locked and secured in a fully enclosed conex box or
similar container for transport
 An accurate number of drums must be obtained
 A manifest should be prepared for the shipment of wastes offsite to a staging yard
 A special permit may be required of the Fire Marshall as well as an escort to the secure
staging area
 All supplies, equipment and materials, after decon should be relocated and placed onto
the response trucks and trailers
 Collect all trash items such as caution tape, drink and water bottles, tape, paper, etc., and
place into trash bag if not suspected of any impact from the work zones
 Take this trash bag back to your office for disposal
 All crew members must again use hand wipes, hand soap, and have clean clothes prior to
returning to office
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Any suspected clothing, boots, hard hats, etc., should either be thoroughly deconned or
disposed of as other biomed wastes in the 30-gallon drums
A debriefing must take place prior to leaving the site
Remind each responder to refer questions from the media to the PIO
Do not discuss any aspect of the project
Remind each responder not to discuss their involvement with other people.
o Notice of involvement could have secondary hardships and segregation of
responder and responder’s family members
Remind everyone on site that a self-monitoring program must be complied with and
temperature be recorded, twice a day for 21 days
In the event of any signs of illness or temperature spike, must be reported immediately to
supervisors
Remind all crews that they should practice safe distances from others and reduce their
public interaction until the 21-day observation period has expired

55-gallon overpack drums ready for offsite shipment

